SC Defers Peace Rally, Accepts Poll Questions; Conference Plan Defeated

Student Council postponed the Armistice Day Peace Rally scheduled for Friday, November 29.

In the report of the Peace Committee it was stated that there was insufficient time to conduct a rally which involved the drawing up of questions for a student poll to submit the questions to the Student Council for its approval, to submit them to Dean Feldman to conduct the poll, and to canvass all the facts as to the answers to the poll.

An amendment to the above motion that the Student Council convene a conference on the subject of a Peace Rally for November 29 was defeated. Another amendment to hold the rally at 10 a.m. later than November 29 was also defeated.

A motion by Sam Engler, who served as proxy for Schiller Cohen, that the poll "will aid to England and lead the world in the cause of peace" was defeated. The poll, according to an officer of the poll, was ruled as not statistical.

The question was further criticized by Engler and Al Friedman, who served as proxy for Schiller Cohen. Friedman, who served as proxy for Schiller Cohen, that the poll "will aid to England and lead the world in the cause of peace" was defeated. The poll, according to an officer of the poll, was ruled as not statistical.

The question was further criticized by Engler and Al Friedman, who served as proxy for Schiller Cohen. Friedman, who served as proxy for Schiller Cohen, that the poll "will aid to England and lead the world in the cause of peace" was defeated. The poll, according to an officer of the poll, was ruled as not statistical.

The question was further criticized by Engler and Al Friedman, who served as proxy for Schiller Cohen. Friedman, who served as proxy for Schiller Cohen, that the poll "will aid to England and lead the world in the cause of peace" was defeated. The poll, according to an officer of the poll, was ruled as not statistical.

A motion by Sam Engler, who served as proxy for Schiller Cohen, that the poll "will aid to England and lead the world in the cause of peace" was defeated. The poll, according to an officer of the poll, was ruled as not statistical.

The question was further criticized by Engler and Al Friedman, who served as proxy for Schiller Cohen. Friedman, who served as proxy for Schiller Cohen, that the poll "will aid to England and lead the world in the cause of peace" was defeated. The poll, according to an officer of the poll, was ruled as not statistical.

The question was further criticized by Engler and Al Friedman, who served as proxy for Schiller Cohen. Friedman, who served as proxy for Schiller Cohen, that the poll "will aid to England and lead the world in the cause of peace" was defeated. The poll, according to an officer of the poll, was ruled as not statistical.

The question was further criticized by Engler and Al Friedman, who served as proxy for Schiller Cohen. Friedman, who served as proxy for Schiller Cohen, that the poll "will aid to England and lead the world in the cause of peace" was defeated. The poll, according to an officer of the poll, was ruled as not statistical.
Artists must conduct Armistice Rally Friday

All students are called to attend to the fact that tomorrow will be the closest to Sunday that Monday has ever been to Monday. The Student Council has organized a noon meeting at the Student Union to discuss the possibilities of a student-controlled Armistice Day in the next year.

Let us not forget that Monday is Armistice Day, the day that the Allies and the Central Powers signed the Armistice, bringing World War I to an end.

The Student Council has planned a noon meeting to discuss the possibility of a student-controlled Armistice Day next year.

A resolution will be presented to the Student Council, asking for their support of a student-controlled Armistice Day.

A student-controlled Armistice Day would allow students to express their opinions and have a say in the planning of the day.

The Student Council has asked for Student Council members to attend the meeting to discuss this issue.

The meeting will be held at the Student Union at noon.

Monday Moanings

By Ralph Cohen

I feel this way. I'm not alone. I'm not alone. I feel this way. I feel this way.

I feel this way. I'm not alone. I'm not alone. I feel this way. I feel this way.

I feel this way. I'm not alone. I'm not alone. I feel this way. I feel this way.

I feel this way. I'm not alone. I'm not alone. I feel this way. I feel this way.

I feel this way. I'm not alone. I'm not alone. I feel this way. I feel this way.

I feel this way. I'm not alone. I'm not alone. I feel this way. I feel this way.

I feel this way. I'm not alone. I'm not alone. I feel this way. I feel this way.

I feel this way. I'm not alone. I'm not alone. I feel this way. I feel this way.

I feel this way. I'm not alone. I'm not alone. I feel this way. I feel this way.
SportsParade

MY DEAR CONSTITUENTS.

The Time Has Come
to Put A Few of the Boys
On the Block.

By Dick Goldberg

City College has produced better football teams than the
1940-42 set but you have to go pretty far back to find a team that
can match this year's eleven in courage and spirit. The Beavers
have triumphed only once, but in every game they have been
willing, low or draw. They've given creditable performances.
You can't ask much more from a group of boys who go out on
the field and play their hearts out for forty minutes, even when
they do not receive the proper hospitalization when needed, and do not receive
the whole-hearted support of the student body.

Team Throns Bulls

hammering boys may have their good games but they've
won the admiration of the fans. They'll never forget (the fans,
that is) the last fateful play that sent them packing for a
painfully infected leg. They'll never forget Don Strahl and
Ivy Rosenfield submerging for sixty minutes and always in
close contact. They'll never forget the game of life
between the Beavers in the Buffalo game. The Bulls had the ball on City's
one-yard line with four plays to make a touchdown. Buffalo
managed that touchdown. In fact, they were thrown for a
total loss of seven yards.

And they'll remember the play of Hal Aaronson who, al-
thought playing his first year of organized ball, has averaged
over fifty yards with his punts and completed over half of his
passes. They'll remember his sixty-five-yard punt from
behind his goal to make the switch when you'd go over to congratulate him for his fine punting
minus pulling a punter's leg. Give the credit to Vic Frank,
only three years in the game—be caught them.

Gaalige, Alesbrand Star

They'll remember the play of Bob Beau and co-captains
Artie Gaalige and George Alebrand in the line, all deserving
of mention, the Center, and shale's team having come out
for the team when they saw that the club was pathetically
weak in reserve strength—knowing that an injury might
wreck his chances of playing professionally. And as Von Frank's superb pass catching and running, and Artie-
Gaalige and Hal Aaronson playing with ballyhooed manners.

No one will ever forget a husknarmer ball player, who outweighed him by almost a
hundred pounds, because he had unnecessarily roughed Aaron-
son. The biggest winner of the Gaalige's player could have
made was to call Romeo a "little punk" after he had been
warranted to cut his rough tactics. Man, who is 156 pound
Backfield Intercollegiate Romeo Gaalige, came out of
cooling his knuckles while the 260 pound-Pennsylvania went
out rubbing his crimson colored coat. Fight! They're made
of.

Tomorrow at 2 p.m. they'll all be down at the "Beat Brook-
lyn" rally in the auditorium. Be there to cheer them on. Show
them that you're behind them 100 per cent and your support. And then when Saturday rolls around get out
to that Brooklyn College field and root your team on to victory.

"C" men (City—Brooklyn, Brooklyn).

Co-eds Play

Tomorrow

Water polo continues to be the main activity on the intramural front, as '41 meets
'44 and '42 encounters '43 in Thursday in the pool.

The seniors, with two wins and no losses, seem to have
made track on the championship. They meet '44 who have
yet to win a game.

This Thursday noon, November
14, in the gym, the girls of
'41 and '42 oppose '43 in
volleyball competition.

The fresh girls oppose their soft
sisters in novelty games, fea-
turing a tag of war, potato
races, a bean spread, and egg

Tintypes

Hal Aaronson—only one "a"
the other one stands for
ace. Sophomore passing
tackles and running back is
a statistics major... is a
wizard... calls an apple
a day... his lunch... his se-
vername is Cavarsh... a
6'3" man... doesn't discriminate against any woman
... says "no" to all of them
and must be as they always answered
never had a football player
before coming to City.
Friedman calls him a natural
to the most proficient triple-
threat man in City history
also most modest... gives
credit to Von Frank for his
defensive stature... heralded
the City team... and each man got $50 for the
movies after Buffalo game
will be at "Hit" rally
predicts three touchdown vic
tory.

Handball Team

call Candidates

A City College handball
team is being formed and
Manager Jerry Meinin
informs us that challenges
have already been extended
to Brooklyn, NYU, and LIU.
All boys interested in hand-
ball should see Jerry out-
side of 4N on Thursday at
12.

I'll meet you at the AMERICAN...

is the most popular suggestion here... For City
Sondors reasoned long ago that if they wanted
to really enjoy a meal, without fear of high prices,
they must eat at

AMERICAN LUNCH

(est. of the college)
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ANNOUNCING

The Newest Place

for

Good Food

THE

FOOD SHOP

501 THIRD AVENUE